A BEACON OF HOPE
Honoring Our Commitment to New York City

You belong here.
FY20 Annual Report of Giving
Dear friends,

Each year, Educational Alliance sends you our annual report of giving. The FY20 Report, however, is unlike any other we have sent in the past. That is because we find ourselves in a year unlike any other in the history of our organization.

The COVID-19 pandemic, economic instability, a national reckoning with racial injustice, deepening political divisions, and a rise in xenophobia and antisemitism forced us to reimagine the ways we support the people of Lower Manhattan. Contained in this report, you will find descriptions of our programs, finances, and supporters from FY20. But you will also learn what we are doing right now to help the Lower East Side and East Village navigate these most challenging times.

One thing has always been true no matter the year: New Yorkers give back when they can. We are incredibly grateful to all those listed in this report for their support. And our deepest thanks also go to those who continue to support our work, ensuring we are there for when our fellow New Yorkers need us most.

With thanks,

Alan van Capelle
President & CEO

Roberta A. Karp
Chairman of the Board
Honoring our Commitment to New York City

In FY20, the arrival of COVID-19 forced Educational Alliance to rethink what it means to be a network of community centers. Our staff quickly conducted community surveys to determine areas of greatest need and developed creative new ways to provide New Yorkers in Lower Manhattan with critical services and a sense of connection. We moved our education programs online and began live-streaming art school and fitness center classes. We kept our addiction recovery center fully operational and immediately began conducting wellness checks on thousands of our older adult members. We launched a direct cash assistance program and developed new partnerships to get food in the hands of hungry New Yorkers.
Our Response

30,000 healthy take home meals distributed to NYers facing food insecurity during the pandemic

$600K+ in direct cash relief to people in Lower Manhattan

800+ COVID-19 vaccine appointments scheduled

25,000 wellness calls to older adults isolated at home during the pandemic

and much more...

Our Reach

50,000 New Yorkers engage with our programs and services in an average year

4,000+ older adults are reached by our programs and services

2,000+ young people enroll in our education programs

14 program sites

4 brick and mortar community centers

3 DFTA-certified senior centers

5 local community schools

50,000 New Yorkers engage with our programs and services in an average year

25,000 wellness calls to older adults isolated at home during the pandemic
A Centered Approach
In FY20, Educational Alliance’s network of community centers in Lower Manhattan included the 14th Street Y, the Center for Recovery and Wellness, the Manny Cantor Center, and the Sirovich Center for Balanced Living. We also operated community programs across the Lower East Side and East Village, including the Educational Alliance Community Schools, Co-op Village Naturally Occurring Retirement Community (NORC), and community-based Head Start Programs. We also continued to operate two older adult housing complexes—the Podell House and Weinberg Apartments—and a summer camp on Staten Island. Our network of community centers—provides New Yorkers access to quality education, health and wellness services, arts and culture, and civic engagement opportunities. As longstanding and trusted partners, we were best-positioned to understand our community’s needs and to deliver the most impactful services and programs.
A Commitment to Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Guided by Jewish values, Educational Alliance celebrates the differences and individuality every person brings when they walk through our doors because we know that there is more that connects us than keeps us divided. Early on in FY20, our country witnessed a disturbing rise in acts of antisemitism and we were proud to support efforts to combat this rise in hate, including the Solidarity March organized by our friends at UJA-Federation of New York. Then, during the summer of 2020, millions of Americans raised their voices to demand racial justice in the face of ongoing police brutality in communities of color. EA was again proud to support efforts to combat hate, this time in solidarity with the Black Lives Matter movement. We also held virtual town halls to combat the shocking rise in xenophobia faced by the Asian community during this pandemic. Knowing that our greatest obligation and opportunity for impact is within our very own community, we hired a Chief People and Equity Officer and created a staff-led DEI Committee. The latter organized an ongoing Lunch and Learn series for staff centered on issues of equity and justice. And we are developing a set of short- and long-range DEI goals for the agency so that we are always a place where everyone knows they belong.

A Continued Promise
With the help of those listed in this report, we kept showing up when our city needed us most. As you will see in the pages to follow, in the most challenging of times Educational Alliance served as a beacon of hope. And we will continue to do so for generations of New Yorkers to come.
FY20 marked the third full year of operation for the Center for Recovery and Wellness (CRW), a first-of-its-kind community center in New York State dedicated to community-based addiction support and overall wellness. The 24-hour care at our residential recovery center has gone uninterrupted since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The staff at CRW were deemed essential and have not wavered in their commitment to help members of our community in their battles against addiction. In fact, we knew that for every 1% increase in unemployment, substance abuse rates increase by 3%. So we acted quickly to prepare for a second public health crisis in the wake of the economic damage caused by the coronavirus. We did so by building on the success of our unique peer navigator program, which trains members of the local community to connect their neighbors to the critical services available at CRW. We began conducting outreach via phone and online, recruited Mandarin-speaking team members, and partnered with Mount Sinai Beth Israel to expand our efforts.

Our Impact

300 people enrolled in our treatment programs during the pandemic
150 people each month are engaging with our peer navigator services
2,300+ people attended a virtual substance abuse prevention or wellness workshops
At Educational Alliance, we unleash the creativity of everyone in our dynamic arts programs. We provide arts instruction for people of all ages and abilities, and we are proud to be a part of New York City’s rich history as a cultural capital of the world.

The shutdowns caused by COVID-19 devastated the art scene in New York City. Theaters, museums, and galleries closed—some for good—and independent artists were left struggling to make ends meet. At Educational Alliance, we never abandoned our commitment to the arts and knew it could be a lifeline to those isolated at home. The Educational Alliance Art School at Manny Cantor Center offered dozens of online classes during the pandemic, before returning safely to in-person studio classes in the fall of 2020. And the 14Y Theater streamed virtual events for our patrons and launched a new residency program to support local artists.

**Our Impact**

$36,000+ in grants were distributed to local artists

60+ students enrolled in one of our online art class each week during stay-at-home orders
At Educational Alliance, we provide New York families access to high-quality educational experiences and we fight for systemic change that eliminates the root cause of opportunity gaps in our community. In FY20, we served over 2,000 children aged 0-18, every day, with dozens of other offerings for adults, such as our 2Generation Education program and enrichment classes for senior citizens.

Distance learning during this pandemic exacerbated the opportunity gap for children in low-income households by as much as 20%. Our COVID-19 response targeted the needs of students and their families in our early childhood, community school, and youth development programs. We moved hundreds of early childhood students to online programs so that they could continue learning and also connected families to free technology, educational resources, and direct cash relief. Our SAT prep classes also moved online. We safely reopened our preschools for in-person learning in September of 2021 and launched the 14Y Youth Center to help students learning remotely.

**Our Impact**

$300,000+ in direct cash relief families in our early childhood programs
500 activity kits and 75 tablets sent to students learning remotely
40+ young students enrolled in our innovative 14Y Youth Center
70+ teens took our free online SAT Prep courses
In FY20, Educational Alliance’s employment and career development services aimed to help clients of all stages of life secure lasting employment. We offered one-on-one counseling and job readiness workshops to assist with resume writing, interview preparation, job applications, research tools, financial planning and more.

The health crisis caused by COVID-19 was quickly followed by a devastating economic crisis. Millions of people across the country were suddenly unemployed and thousands of business closed their doors for good. We partnered with UJA-Federation of NY to open a COVID Relief Hub at our Manny Cantor Center, which helped connect out-of-work New Yorkers to job opportunities. And we worked with UJA to provide hundreds of thousands of dollars in direct cash relief to people in Lower Manhattan, particularly those in cash-based industries like restaurants and bars who were forced out of work by quarantine orders.

**Our Impact**

- **200** job-seekers in Lower Manhattan engaged with our programs
- **$600,000+** in total direct cash relief was distributed to New Yorkers in Lower Manhattan, many of whom lost jobs because of the COVID-19 pandemic
FOOD INSECURITY

A commitment to health and wellness has always been a core part of Educational Alliance’s mission. In addition to our two fitness centers and a range of wellness offerings, we provide hundreds of older adults and students in our early childhood programs with free, nutritious meals through our senior centers and preschool programs. Our Center for Recovery and Wellness (CRW) also runs a free food pantry open to anyone in the community who needs access to fresh groceries and canned goods.

The number of people facing food insecurity in our city has doubled since the start of the pandemic. At the onset, we began distributing hundreds of healthy, take-home meals to older adults and students. We also developed a partnership with Door Dash and local restaurants to get food into the hands of newly food insecure families across Lower Manhattan. Our food pantry at CRW redoubled its efforts, and we opened additional pantries at our senior centers and community school locations. All told, we have distributed over 25,000 healthy meals to people in Lower Manhattan.

Our Impact

- 4 food pantries and community refrigerators operated at EA sites
- 25,000+ healthy take-home meals distributed to people living in Lower Manhattan
Educational Alliance’s older adult programs are organized around a comprehensive services model that supports and advances the healthy aging of older New Yorkers. We provide numerous educational and social services and emphasize community, support, and respect. We offer diverse cultural programs as well as access to free healthy meals.

In the face of the coronavirus pandemic, Educational Alliance acted early and quickly to protect the health and well-being of older adults. Within days of the first confirmed case of COVID-19 in New York City, we began distributing take-home meals and have since handed out over 5,000 meals to older adults. Knowing that isolation at home doubles the risk of injury and even death for seniors, our staff and volunteers make thousands of weekly wellness calls to check in on our older adult members. We also continue to offer virtual social services and enrichment classes, to connect seniors to needed resources as well as their community, and we helped nearly 1000 older adults access COVID-19 vaccinations.

Our Impact

25,000 wellness calls to over 4,000 isolated seniors
1,300 seniors enrolled in one of our online classes
8,000 virtual case management sessions
10,000 calls to offer older adults help with vaccination
Educational Alliance’s Community Schools & Youth Development (CSYD) department delivers high-quality youth development programming with services embedded in the school day, afterschool programs, and summer enrichment opportunities. CSYD collaborates with the NYC Department of Youth & Community Development (DYCD), NYC Office of Community Schools (OCS), The Boys and Girls Clubs of America (BGCA), and local public school communities, to respond to the needs of young people and their families.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we continued to support the academic and social-emotional needs of our students. We moved many of our programs to an online format and got free technology into the homes of students to support remote learning. Our social workers made weekly wellness calls to students to help them navigate the unique challenges and stress of the pandemic, opened a community food pantry, and provided direct cash relief to families struggling against the economic effects of COVID-19.

Our Impact

1,000 backpacks filled with school supplies to students
1,000 wellness calls to students during stay-at-home orders
$46,000 in emergency supplies sent to families in our programs
UJA-Federation of New York is the largest local philanthropy in the world. UJA provides funding to support a network of nearly 100 health, human-service, educational, and community-building agencies and dozens of grantees in New York, Israel, and 70 other countries.

Educational Alliance is incredibly grateful for UJA’s longstanding support of our work and our community. Each year, UJA-Federation’s generosity helps us provide critical programs and services to our community, from our work with youth at New Country Day Camp to our work with older adults at Project ORE and many points in between.

In FY20, UJA helped us step up when New Yorkers needed us most. They provided nearly $300,000 for us to distribute in direct cash relief to the people of Lower Manhattan. And in response to the overwhelming need for expanded social services and job training due to the coronavirus pandemic, UJA and several of its network partners launched a multimillion-dollar anti-poverty initiative across New York. The effort encompasses seven service locations, or “Hubs,” in Jewish Community Centers across the boroughs, Long Island, and Westchester that operate as a seamless network with program and service referrals based on individual client needs, with virtual appointments and trainings available. We are proud to house the Manhattan Hub at Manny Cantor Center.

And we are forever a proud partner of UJA-Federation of NY.
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FY20 FINANCIALS

INCOME

Fees and Grants from Government Agencies $19,640,963
Program Service Fees $15,034,295
Contributions/Foundations $5,744,941
UJA-Federation of New York $2,431,872
Annual Gala $1,271,742
Investment Income $433,573
Other Income $3,989,756

Total Public Support, Grants, and Revenue $48,547,143

Ending Net Assets $12,040,756
PROGRAM EXPENSES

14th Street Y $13,521,811
Center for Recovery and Wellness $8,136,401
Manny Cantor Center $10,831,797
Sirovich Center and Older Adult Services $2,412,203
Early Childhood $4,782,610
Youth Services $4,004,505
Employment Services $189,560

Total Program Expenses $43,878,887

SUPPORT SERVICES

Management & General $6,298,048
Fundraising $1,292,591

Total Support Services Expenses $7,590,639

Overall Total Expenses $51,469,526
Result from Operations ($2,922,383)
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Ruby Shlachter
Ann Shoket
Fatina Shhtivelman
Marisa Winokur & Jesse Silver
Adrienne & William Silver
Scott Sinder
SJS Construction Company, Inc.
The Skinner Family
Richard Smith
Avery Spatt, Katherine Coles, Aliza Green,
   Zoe Loveman, Gina Puccinelli, Charlotte Kassimir,
   Zoe Michas, Annie Mullen, Mia Hopper,
   Nicole Friedman, Lindsay Weissman
The Spector Family
Frances Stern
Ella Stewart
Hope S. Taitz
Jei Soo Tchan
The Barber Family Foundation
The Robyn and Joshua Goldberg Family
   Charitable Fund
Threadstone Advisors, LLC
Tristate Plumbing Services Corp.
Truvvo Investment Partners
U3 Advisors
Amy Ullman
Amy Yenkin & Robert I. Usdan
Alexander Van Hoek
Desiree Van Rensburg
The Vasiliou Family
Margaret Vira
Cecilia & Mark Vonderheide
Melissa Walk
Linda Wayner
The Weinstein Family
Colleen Ross Weis & Martin Laiks
The White-Ajmani Family
William Vitacco Associates
Monica E. Witt
Cecilia & Ira Wolfson
Suzanne Zacharias
Marie Zehngebot & Steven Copulsky
Ezekiel Zimmerman
Richard S. Zinman

UP TO $500
Anonymous (10)
Daniel Abedon
The Abelon Family
Howard Abramowitz
Arthur Abrams
Mark Abramson
Viren Abreo
Gerald Abualy
Syra Aburto
Damien Acevedo
Michelle Acevedo
Hadda Acevedo-Delcamp
Josephine Adaoog
Rabbi Judith Hauptman & Milton Adesnik
David Adler
Tina & Cliff Adler
Amit Kumar Agarwal
Nikhil Agarwal
The Agee Family
Richard Aguirre
Marcelle & Saul Agus
Dylan Ahern
Heather Ahram
Sara & Michael Aingorn
Joanne Akalaitis
Joao Albernaez
Don & Dory Albert
Joseph Alcantara
Athenais Raquel Alcivar
Yiselle Alejo
Bella Alhanati-Montes
Elizabeth Book
Andrew Boose Jr.
Haruna Borg
Jonathan Borichevskiy
Joanne Boris
Jeanne Bornstein
Rachelle Bornstein
Larry Borowski
Grayson Borriello
Avi Bortnick
Brooke Boutilier
Romain Bouyer
Annie Bovitz and Family
Amanda Bowers
The Boyd Family
Katherine Bradford & Gregory Leopold
Kevin Brady
Amanda Braga
Amanda Brandes
The Brandoff Family
Barbara Brasel
Daniel Brass
Tim Braude
Heidi Braun
Jeff Braun & Beth Essig
Joseph Braun
Yul Bravo
Catherine Brazelton
Brian Breger
David Brendel
Heather & Colt Brennan
Jonathan Brennan
Seth Bressack
The Bright Funds Foundation
Melissa Bright
The Briker Family
Deborah Brissman
Tim & Lisa Broadbent
Alexandra Brock
Ernest Brod
Lisa & Mitchell Broder
Geraldine Brodsky
Alex Brooks
Christian Brooks
Karen & Christian Brooks
The Brown Family
Ailene Brown
Andy Brown
Bernard Brown
Charles Brown
Cicely Brown
Hiawatha Kareem Brown
Hudson Brown
Julie Brown
Matthew Brown
Sally Brown
Vicki Brown
Adena Brumer
Rick Bryan
Latrell Bryant
Alex Buchinsky
Althea Buckner
Brian Buckwald
Dominique Bunai
Rebecca Burgoyne-Allen
Andrew Burke
Helene Burke
Rocky Burley
Marilyn Burman
Nikki Burnett
Heather Burns
Cindy Busch
Lisa Butera-Hough
Beverly Butler
Brad Butler
Halle Butler
The Buxbaum Family
Lily Buyer
Tara Byrd
Tara Byrne
Edwin Caba
Joshua Cabat
Quitterie Caille
Wanda Caine
Linda Calanni
Lourdes Serrano Calero
Danna Call
Sabrina Callahan
Orlinda Calmeid
Erin Campbell
Pat Campbell
Layla Canetti
Paul Canetti
Luca Canino Baglinai
Anastasia Canonica
Marco Canora
Nikki Canubida
Peiying Cao
Eva Dorsey
Karen Dorsky
Max Dow
James Downey
Ian Downing
Marvin Downs
Drake Dowsett
The Doyle Family
Kathleen Doyle-Paiano
Eldrich Doyogan
Margaret Dozier
Thomas Dozol
Matthew Drabick
Robin Drake
Charmain Driscoll
Gayle Drummond
Erica Dubno
Sandi DuBowski
Kevin Duggan
Jay Duke and the Duke Family
Jurry Duller
Gregory Dunkel
Robert Dunnette
Minh Duong
Genesys Duran
Riona Duran
Chana Dushinsky
The Dyer Family
Qwamel Dynamics
Kristin Eagan
Fern & Bruce Eatroff
Lisa Eben
The Edlitz Family
Education Innovation Collaborative
The Efros Family
Sandra Ehlinger
Jane Ehrbar
Lee Ehudin
Marcy Einhorn
Marsha Einhorn
Andy Eisen
The Eisenman Family
Robert Eisenman
The Eisinger Family
Ralph Eissler
Karim El-Antably
Summer Elbardissys
Marcia El-Baz
David Elder
Karen Elder
Susan Eliscu Weltman
Aerin Ellard
Betty W. Ellerin
Stephen Ellis
Jennifer Elson
Tracy Elstein & David Togut
Sandy & Stephen Emmerich
Rachel Ende
Lolita & Jene Eng
Marina Eng
Melinda Eng
Hildigunnri Engilbertsdottir
Betty & Billy English
Hulya Erhan-Sangenito
Matthias Ernstberger
Stacey Errico
William Eschen
Samuel Eshaghoff
Cory Eskenazi & Alex Tabb
Regina Estela
Viviana Estrada
Heidi Ewing
The Families of Camp Greenwood
Caitlin Faford
Wendy Fairey
Stephanie Faison
Nisha Falcigno
The Falk Family
Mindy & David Falk
Liza Falk & Alex Berger
The Falk-Freedman Family
James Fall
Theodora Fan
Florens Fanciulli & Alec Gitelman
Carrie Farrar
Eileen Farrell
Meghan Farrell
Coula Farris
Shabnam Faruki
Saima Faruqui
Meena Fatimi
Elliot Favus
Caren Faye
Chris Federspiel
Sarah Feinberg
Sylvia Feinman
Joshua Feit
Barbara Feldberg
Betty & Alan Feldman
Amy & David Feldman
Barbara Feldman
David Feldon
Pam Felenstein
Angel Feliciano
Eileen Feliciano
Elena Feliciano
Todd Fellerman
Sabrina Fells
Adam Felsenstein
The Felson-Schapira Family
Lewis Felson
Mei Feng
Jacqueline Fenster
Lex Fenwick
Adnan Feratovic
Alvin Ferguson
Brendan Ferguson
Euclides Fernandes
Rick Fernandez
Maria Ferre
Sebastian Ferre
Jack Ferrer
Michael Ferrigno
Jung Fex
Dan Fiandaca
Heidi & John Fielding
Christine Saunders Fields
Nicki Filipponi
Dru Finkelstein
Josh Fiorentino
The Firestone-Morrill Family
Jay Fischbein
Sharon Fischbein
Jean Fischer
Suzanne Fischer
Mark Fischweicher
Julie Fisher
Justine Fisher
Lynn Fishkind
Amy Fishman
Hila Fishman-Gaft
Jonathan Fishner
Sara Fiumicelli
Pamela Flanagan
Sophia Fleischer
Gabriella Flick
Oren Fliegelman
Andrew Flores
Ezra Flores
Jillien Flores & Brett Quick
O’Bryan Flores
Primo Flores
The Florez Family
Jo Ann Floyd
The Flug Jhaveri Family
Christopher Flynn
Atticus Fogarty
Clara Fon-Sing
Jamillah Fontanez
Ileana Font-Soloway
Jason Foo
Jacob Forchheimer
Taylor Ford
Alberto Forestier
Martha Fortune
Nathan Foulger
Alice Fox
Jackie Fox
Sophie Fox
Albert Fragoso
Etan Fraiman
Hugh Francis
Cristiana Franco
Beverly Francus
Blanche & Joseph Frank
Dave Frankel
David Frankel
Robert Frankel
Rachel Freed
The Freedman Family
Joshua Freely
Anca Freeman
Felicia Freeman
Travis Freeman
Kimberly Fregni
Pesi Freund
The Freyman Family
Miriam Fridman
The Friedewald Family
Carole Friedman
Emily Friedman
Sherri & Stuart Friedman
Eric Frier
Joan Frier
Stefane Fritsch
Kimberly Fritschy
Dale Goodson
Christine Gordon
Florence Gordon
Jennifer Gordon
Jessica Gordon
Thomas Gordon
Michael Gorin
Luis Goris
Collin Gorman
Susan Gormley
Yun Hee Gossels
Clementine Gotlib
Andrew Gottesman
Robin Gottesman
Alice Gottlieb
Bonni Gould
Mary Gould
Patricia Govoni
Charles Grad
Brian Graf
Teddy Graff
Jennifer Graham
Grand Street Settlement
Alison Granshaw
Joan Grant
Molly Grant
Wendy Grasso
Stephen Grayson
The Green Family
Claire Green
Conon Green
Francine Green
Joan & Franklin Green
Jonathan Green
Richard & Dana Green
Brad Greenberg
Joyce Greenberg
Lester Greenberg
Nancy Greenblatt
Madeline S Greenburg
James Greene
Joann Greene
Kerry Greene
Michelle & Jeff Greenip
Stella Greenspan
Rabbi Reuven Greinvald
Michael Gregg III
Katherine Greider
Andrew Grell
Dawn Gresham
Moshe Grif
Julie Griffiths
Colleen Grogan
Renee Grosclaude
Julia Grosek
Beth Grossman
Christine Grounds
Sadie Gruber
Diana, Jeff, Emma, Sarah, and Rachel Grubman
Donna Grubman
Leon Gruenbaum
Laurie & Susie Gruhn
Jordana Grunfeld
Brian Gruosso
Diana Gruverman
Samuel Gubins
The Guenther Family
Mame Gueye
Salil Gulati
Patricia Gunst
Raghav Gupta
Nishita Gupte
Ellen Gurzinsky
Erick Gustafson
Heidi Gutman
Peter Guyton
June Guzman
Margo Guzman
Rafael Guzman
Steven Gyory
The Haas Family
Aylon Hadar
Aaron Hagedorn
Ali Hagerty
Peter Hahn
Taj Haider
Rebecca Haile
The Haiman Family
Hollis & Mark Haley
Amelia Hall
Dawson Hall
Deshaun Hall
Stockton Hall
The Halpern Family
Jeff Hamilton
Amy Hammersmith
Matthew Damian Hammill
Ariel Hamus
Janhavi Kalati
The Kaliner Family
Nicholas Kallen
Jill Kalotay
Mahir S. Kalra
Barbara Kalvaria
Kaminer Foundation
The Hillam-Kanada Family
Kirsten Kane
Michael Kane
Soyoun Kang
Emerson Kanode
Ilene Kaplan
Jacob Kaplan
Jessica Kaplan
Richard Kaplan
Steve Kaplan
Susan & Lois Kaplow
Oliver Karlin & Hemmendy Nelson
Eric Karp
Beth Kasden
Bodonna Kass
The Katkowsky Family
Miriam Katowitz & Arthur Radin
Amy Katz
Ellen Katz
Efrat Levy & Ephraim Katz
Lea Katz
Marie Christine Katz
Rhona Katz
Ron Katz
Roy Katzman
Bryan Kauder
Derek Kaufman
Jack Kaufman
Orit Kaufman
Pamela Kaufman
Will Kaufman
Davie Kaufmann
Noah Kaufmann
Olya Kavardakova
Sara Kay
Charlene Kaye
Joan Kaye
Joel Kazis & Sara Nathan
Lisa Kearns & Don MacLeod
Mary Keating
The Keatley Family
Sharon Keck
Christine Keegan
Sheila Keenan
Daniel Keinan
Frederick Keith
Elizabeth Keller
Joel Keller
Victoria Keller
Jane Kelly
Melodee Kelly
Michael Kelly
Patricia Kelly
Justus Kempthorne
Kelly Kennedy
Ryan Kennedy
John Kennelly
Joseph Kennelly
Bettina J. Kent & Michael Spatt
Kate Kerbel
Emily Kernan
The Kessler Family
Robert Kessler
Ruth & David Kestenbaum
Stanley Kestenbaum
Anna Khachiyan
Amir Khan
Osma Khan
Sahil Khan
Kanittha Kheowthong
Dora Kholost
Julie Kilbane
Albert Kim
Chang Kim
Jessica Kim
Kyoung Kim
Seoyoung Kim
Vladimir Kim
Emma King
Sibyl King
Xavier King
The Kinnane Family
Joan Kiok
Sherryl Kirschbaum
Ethan Kirschner
The Kirschner Family
Rachel Kirschner
Alex Kitnick
Bartosz Kiwak
Will Klassen
The Klauss Family
Idit Klein & Jordan Namerow
Janette Klein
Leah Klein
Joan & Laurence Kleinman
Melianie Kletter & Todd Ferrara
Donna Klimek
Leat Klingman & Jonathan Raffes
Lindsay Klipper
Georges Knafo
Judy Knafo
Tyler Knapp
Noelle Denlinger Kneisser
James Knight
Elizabeth Knobel
Juliet Koenigsberg
Reinhard Koester
Aki Kogachi
Rahamim Kohan
Carlotta Kohl
Marissa Kohn
Chiyoni Koike
Taka Koike
Alon Kol
Donna Kong
The Konkel Family
Douglas Koo
Kristina Koo
Seung-Yeon Kook
Gennadiy Kopylyak
The Kornbluth Family
Julie Korostoff & Christer Larsson
Alison Koss
Tanya & Adam S. Kostrinsky
Robert Koza
Alix Kozin
The Kraft Family
Adam Kramer
Amanda Kramer
Eddie Kramer
Karen Kraskow
Ethel Kraus
Oksana Kravchenko
Samuel Krebs
Claudia Krefetz
Alan Krevis
Michael Krieger
Marvin Krislov
The Kritz Family
Monique & Doug Krohn
The Kronman Family
The Krull Family
Mara Krupkin
Martha Kruttwig
Alexander Ku
Kuniko Kubo
Matthew Robert Kuhn
Paul Kuklinski
Alison Kullman
Spencer Kulow
Dr. Ida Kummer
Elaine Kuperberg
Marci Kurlowicz
Debra & Michael Kushma
Julie Kushnirskiy
Sarah Kusnetz
Jeanney Kutner
Kathleen Kuzbari
Barbara Kwak
Olivia Kwiatkowski
Nicole Kwoh
Ethan Kwok
Po Chun Kwok
Suet Wan Kwok
Austin Kwon
Lab/Shul, Inc.
Ruth Messinger & Andrew Lachman
Emily Laderman
Raquel Lagunas
Saaron Laighold
Matt Laird
Gladys E. Lajes
Dianne Lake
Kristen Lalka
Lindsay Lally
Dick Lam
Valentina Lambardo
Ann Lambert
Jake Lamountain
Joe Lamport
Adam Landau
Matt Lander
Austin Lane
Heather Lane
Peter Lane
The Lang Family
Cynthia Lang
Debbra lang
Sheri Langel
Scarlett M
Erin Ma
Anthony Macagnone
Leslie Macher
Jean Mack
Kathryn Mackey
Alistair Maclay
The MacLeod Family
Blake Maczka
Sharon Madanes
Judy & Stuart Madnick
Michael Madonia
Grace Magaldi-Eddy
Ravi Magia
The Magida Family
The Mait Family
Peter Maiwald
Jennie Mak
Kenny Mak
The Makler Family
The Malamud Family
Shanta Mali
Etai Malihi
Rachel Malina
David Mallin-Latney
Beatrice Maloney
Brenda Maloy
Natasha Maltby
Theodora Manalastas
Raoul Manchand
Thomas Manco
Elizabeth Mandel
Jessica Mandel
Laura Manfredo
Adithya Manjunath
Andreas & Barrie Mann
Mary Manning
Stefani Mar
Jenifer Marcus
Seth Marcus
Charlene & John Margaritis
Lauren Margolis
The Margulies Family
Cassie Marino
Christopher Marino
Hadrien Markabi
Alex Markle
Harvey Markovitz
Sandy Markovitz
Lisa Marks
Michelle Marks
Esther Marlowe
The Maroti Family
Alexandra Marquez
Anthony Marshall
Cynthia Martin
Eli Martin
Lisa Martin
Michael Martin
Robert Martin
Wendy Martin
Elena Martinelli
David Martinez
Delia Beatriz Martinez
Claude Martinot
Charles Martorana
Marianne Martucci
Gayle Maslow
Amy Masters
Greg Masters
Todd Matarazzo
Melissa Matwe
Jillian Matluck
Hiroyuki Matsumoto
Denise Matthew
Rikki Matthews-Weiss
Avraham Matzlach
James Maunsell
Patricia Maxwell
Eric & Alexandra May
Andrew Mayberry
Vanessa Mayorga
Brooke McAnanay
Matthew Mcauley
Jeanne McAuliffe
Eileen McCarthy
Pamela Mcclary
Barbara Mcclung
Conner McClure
Rita McConnon
Jennie McCormick
Mathew Reilly McCormick
Stephen McCracken
Matthew Mccreary
Tyler McCully
Jason McDonald
Myles McDonnell
James McEvoy
Henry Moss
Mike Moss
Susan Most
Tracy Motz
Reiner Moya
The Mueller Family
Cara Muhlhahn
Emily Mulford
Abby Mulkeen
Diane Mullins
Karina Munguia
Jose Munoz
Elizabeth Murillo
Elaine Murphy & Donald Connor
Michal & Avi Nachmany
Robin Nagle
Neha Nair
Har Nandu
Patrick Nash
Cori Natale
Millie Nathanson
Carmelita Naval
Monica Neamtiu
Elena Neary
Nick Negron
Kevin Nelan
Arthur Nelson
Eric Nelson
Lisa Nenadich
Patrick Nersesian
Devin Ness
Jay Neveloff
Eric Newman
Judith Newman
Kay & Harvey Newman
Craig Newmark
Laura Newmark & Matt Zaklad
Steven Newmark
Rosemary Newnham
Thomas Neyarapally
Chi Chun Ng
Jennifer Reynoso Ng
Lawrence Ng
Marisol Ng
May Ng
Judy & Michael Ng
Wei Hon Ng
Wing Kwong Ng
Sara Ngan
Huan Nguyen
Thi Nguyen
Caoimhe Ni Chonchuir
Hui Fang Ni
Sara Nichols
Robert Nick
Harris Nightingale
Eve Nikolopoulos
Valerie Nilsson
David Nocenti & Andrea Shapiro Davis
Marc Nock
Margaret Nolan
Mary Jane Nolan
Alex Nordin
Nanette Norman
Brianna Norton
Marleny Nunez
The Oberman Family
Colin Oberschmidt
Margaret O’Brien
Eliza Occhigrosso
Leigh Anne O’Connor
The O’Connor Family
James O’Donnell
Ogden CAP Properties, LLC
Michelle Lang & Brian O’Gorman
Julie Oh & Neelesh Shah
Mary O’Halloran
Robert O’Keefe
Nancy O’Leary
Madelyn Oliva
Grecia Olivares
Paul Oliver
Manuel Olivo
Melvin Olken
Paul Olliver
Jill Olonoff
Jessica Olsen
Donagh O’Malley
Bess Oransky
Adys Ortiz
Yoshimasa Osato
John Ostling
Allison Ostrowsky
Matilda Ostwald
Hideko Otake
Jacqueline Otero
Samuel Otero
Genevieve Outlaw
Maria Riker
Moira Rioux
Jennifer Ritter
Alttagracia Rivas
Louis Tristan Rivas
Eddie Rivera
Lizarda Rivera
Omar Rivera
Peggy Rizzo
Eric M. Robbins, Shari Herzberg
Ivan Robbins
Carl Roberson
Isabel Roberts
Michelle & Michael Roberts
John Robertson
Mordecai Rochlin
Julius Rodman
Anthony Rodriguez
Carissa Rodriguez
Elba Rodriguez
Elizamar Rodriguez
Herbie Rodriguez
Miriam Rodriguez
Raquel Rodriguez
Jane Roeder
Chris Rogers
Tiffany Hyeon Rogers
Haydie Roldan
Nick Rolf
Laurie Romano
Marilyn Romero
Hagar Ron
Vanessa Rosado
Daniela Rosales
Daniel Rosario
Huldah Rosario
Lesa Rosznan
Robert Roseman
Ripton Rosen
Eugene Rosenbaum
Deborah Rosenberg
Fred Rosenberg
Joyce Rosenberg
Nanette Rosenberg
Roxanne Rosenberg
Jane & Richard Rosenblum
Paige Rosenfeld
The Rosenheim-Patton Family
Karen L. Rosetti
Judy Rosner
Jennifer Ross
Jonathan Ross
Macha Ross
Greg Rossi
Eve Rostkowski
Amy Roth
J.V. Roth
Kate Roth
Susan Roth
Paul Rothchild
Michael Rothkopf
Cooper Rothman
Gabriel Rotor
Jennifer Rott
Roxann Rowe
Georgia Roxon
Devraj Roy
Dorothy Royce
Maureen Rozanski
Abigail Rubenstein
Ernest Rubenstein
Ernest Rubenstein
Carlye Rubin
Susan & Edward Rubin
Mauricio Rubio
Amy Horbar & Allan B. Ruchman
Tim Rucker
Amanda & Scott Rudnick
Ginilda Ruiz
Melinda Ruiz
Christy Rupp
Joan Rusoff
Paul & Sara Russell
Anthony Russo
Cherlyn Russo
Michael Rustin
Mary E. Ruth
The Ryan Family
Anne Ryan
Phoebe Marie Sabado-Segovia
Jennifer Sabal
Matthew Sabal
John Sablian
Kamal Sabnani
Ann & Bill Sacher
Lucas Sacherman
The Sachs Family
Fred Sachs
Paul Sader
Kristin Sadlon
Jan Sadow
Andrew Safady
Andrew Safady
Maddy Saffer
The Saffron Family
Morteza Saifi
Salvatore Salamone
Joyce Salazar
Patricia Salazar
Katherine Salerno
Richard Salino
Chuck Salter
Lauren Saltus
Pam, Ron, Sarah, Leah and Gil Salzman
Alex Sam
Sochenda Samreth
Laura Perez Sanburn
Enriqueta Sanchez
Juanita Sanchez
Melissa Sanchez-Acevedo
Rabbi Alvin Sandberg
Dorie, Brad, and Dylan Reisman, Adam Sanders, and Alexa Ginsburg
Krystyna Sanderson
Marcos Santana
Erlinda Santos
Ruth Santos
Majorie & David Sanua
Chelsea Sapir
Michelle Sarna
Itamar Sasson
Edward Satiner
The Satterstrom Family
Erwan Saunier
Jacqueline Savage
The Saxelby Family
Say Cheese Kidz
Stephanie Scannell
Christopher Scarfi
Vincent Scarfone
Grayson Schachter
Alex Schaefer
Cayley Schafer & Sean Gelbwaks
Ryan Schaffer
Alexia Schapira
Isabel Scharenberg
David Schatsky
Robert Scheibe
Kimberly Scher
Stephen Scherock
Judith Scheuer
Renee Schickman
The Schiffer Family
Elvia Schiffman
Susan Schiffman
Michael Schiller
Andy Schilling
Carlyn & Alan Schlechter
Michelle Schleck
Chad Schlegel
The Schlosberg Family
Katie Schmalkuche
Tyler Schmitt
Paul Schneck
Jaclyn Schneider
Brad Schoenfeldt
Ivan Schonfeld
Polly Schonfeld
Alexa Schonhaut
The Schpero Family
Daniel Schrecker
Ilanit Schreiber
Winifred Schuchman
Lisa Schultheis
The Schuman Family
Joseph Schuster
Peter & Anne Schwaikert
Keith Schwam
Amy Schwartz
Barbara Schwartz
Ella Schwartz
John Schwartz
Jonathan Schwartz
Sandra Schwartz
Sue Schwartz, Howard, Adam, and Sara Muchnik
Steven Schwartzman
Alexa Schwarz
Anna Schweigman
Nancy Sciocchetti
Arnette Scott
Leila Scott
Steven Seagraves
Savannah Sears
Catherine & Andrew Sebrell
Rebecca Segel
Jesus J. Segovia & Phoebe Marie Sabado-Segovia
Risa Sok
Natasha Sokol
Lisa Sokolov
Rabbi Felicia Sol
Andrew Solarz
Jared Solomon
Friedrich Soltau
Andrew Sommer
Vicki Sommer
Reuben Son
The Sonnenschein Family
Christopher Soohoo
Audrea Soong
Barbara Ho Soong & Arthur J. Soong
The Sorin Family
Michael Sosa
Hadley & Kate Sosnoff
Julie & Gaetan Sourceau
Leah Spano
Giovanni Spazioso
Susan Spector
Ms. Judith Spektor
Christopher Spence
Amy Speilholtz
Gabriella Spierer
The Spillane Family
Gail Spindell
Gabe Sprinkle
George Spyros
Kaya Sror-Choi
Karen St Hill
Mrs. Susan Staal
Sheila Stainback
Marilyn & Keith Stanger
Jennifer Starr
Anna K Starzewska
Sharon Stedfeld
Sofija Stefanovic
Barbara Stein
Julie Stein
Seth Stein
Heidi Steinberg
Drs. Ellen & Jay Steinberg
Amanda & Luke Steinberger
Sydney Steinhardt
Shira & Doron Stember
Alex Stern
Allen Stern
Dominic Stern
Jeffrey Stern
Shira Sternberg
Carol Sternhell
Helen Stevens
The Stevens Family
Jordan Stevens
Scott Stimpfel
Olivier Stip
Collin Stocks
Amy Stollmack & Douglas Braun
Benjamin Stone
Ellen Stone
Samuel Stone
Susan Stone
Jennifer Stoody
Anne Story
Marie Stotz
Rachel & Donald Strauber
Michael Strout
Kyle Studstill
Louise Sturcken
Jia Le Su
Ohm Suansiphong
Lara Suarez
Rosuhel Suarez
Marian Sugar
Yoshiko Sugimoto
Eileen Sullivan
Erica Sullivan
Sean Sullivan
The Sumberg Family
Kimberly Sumner-Mayer
Brent Surber & Jeff Wells
Siva Sakathi Suresh
Jean Surmik
Matthew Survis
Sigmund Susser
Joel Sussman
Judith Sussman
Sherman Sussman
Shimako Sussman
Brooke Sutton
Ellie Suzuki
Julianna Svercl
Terese Svoboda
Tom Swartele
Jeanne Swartele-Wood
Edward Swartz
Matthew Sweeney
Michael Washington
Marian Wasserman
Paul Wasserman
Joshua Waxman
The Way Family
Jane Weart
Lydia Weaver
David Webb
Alexandra Weeks
Benjamin Wei
Boydbin Wei
Colin Wei
Andrea Weiland
Paula Weiman-Kelman
Jaclyn Weinberg
Judy & Marty Weinberg
Ben Weinberger
Bettina & David Weinberger
Stuart Weinerman
Susan & Terry Weingarden
Penny Weingarten
Cliff, Ann, Chris & Daniel Weinstein
Mitch Weinstein
Sharon Weinstein
Amy Weinstock
Julie Weintraub
Ilan Weisberg
Steven Weisberg
Hester Weisberger
The Weisman Family
David Weiss
Malky Weiss
Shirley Weiss
Ayla Weissman
Lili Weiss-Voskides
Donna Welling
John Wells
Penelope Wen
Xiu Zhen Weng
Daria Werbowy
Cookie & Morty Wertheimer
Caroline & Daniel Werther
Amy Westpfahl
Tina Wexler
Shira Wheeler
Timothy Wheeler
Stephanie Whelan
Marlee Whetten
Risa Whipple
Carol Whitesides
Kristin Whiting
Rhoda & Sheldon Whitman
Richard Whitney
Andrew Whithworth
Thomas Wicks
Kriota Willberg
Doug Willen
Donald Williams
Eleanore Williams
Ian Williams
Katherine Williams
Milton Williams
Richard Williams
Sarah Williamson-Broadman
Alice Wilson
Joy Wilson
Lybia Wilson
Sandye Wilson
Judith & Joshua Wind
Tracey Winfield
Doreen Winkler
Priscilla Winkler
Javier Winnik
Lewis Wirshba
Barbara Wise
Dani Wise
Nanci Wishnoff
Zane Witherspoon
Jeffrey Witz
Annika Wolanczyk
Martha Wolberg
Charles Wolf
Susan Wolfert
Jeremy Wolff
Lakey Wolff
Rachel Wolff
Ellen Wolk
Debra Wolman
Estate of Agnes Wong
Chee Hung Wong
Cole Wong
Courtney Wong
Dong Wong
Florence Wong
Jayli Wong
Sui Cheong Wong
Yuk N. Wong
Helen Wood
GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
NYC Council Member Margaret Chin
NYC Council Member Dan Garodnick
NYC Council Member Rosie Mendez
NYC Administration for Children and Family Services
NYC Department for the Aging
NYC Department of Cultural Affairs
NYC Department of Education
NYC Department of Youth and Community Development
NYC Housing Authority
New York County District Attorney's Criminal Justice Investment Initiative
NYS Assemblymember Deborah J. Glick
NYS Assemblymember Yuh-Line Niou
NYS Senator Brian P. Kavanagh
NYS Senator Daniel L. Squadron
NYS Department of Health NYS Education Department NYS Office for the Aging
NYS Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services
NYS Office of Children and Family Services
NYS Office of Homeland Security & Emergency Services
NYS Office of Mental Health
US Department of Health and Human Services
US Department of Housing and Urban Development

CORRECTIONS
Every effort has been made to ensure the information included in this report is correct. If for any reason you believe that your charitable contribution for FY20 has been incorrectly acknowledged, please contact us at info@edalliance.org.

To make a gift to Educational Alliance today, please visit edalliance.org/donate.

Thank you for your continued support of our mission and the people of Lower Manhattan.
To better understand the impact your charitable donation has on the lives of your fellow New Yorkers, stay connected to Educational Alliance and our network of community centers by visiting us online and following us on social media.

EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE
edalliance.org
facebook.com/edalliance
@edalliance
@edalliance

14TH STREET Y
14thstreetY.org
facebook.com/14streetY
@14streetY
@14streetY

CENTER FOR RECOVERY AND WELLNESS
edalliance.org/crw
facebook.com/edalliance.crw

EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
edalliance.org/schools
@edalliancecsyd

MANNY CANTOR CENTER
mannycantor.org
facebook.com/mannycantornyc
@mancantornyc
@mannycantornyc

SIROVICH CENTER FOR BALANCED LIVING
edalliance.org/sirovich